5 LUXURY TIPS TO ENJOY THE HOTTEST WEATHER

Summer is coming and Boca do Lobo is definitely embracing the heat, the beach and the happiness of the
best season of the year! And what a better place to welcome Summer than your Luxury Beach House?
Get your beach umbrella, your fresh drink and your sunglasses and join us in this journey through out
http://www.bocadolobo.com/press/download/press-realease/10-years-boca-do-lobo.pdf
Hyper Luxury Design
pieces specially choose for Summer 2015. Find out our five tips to make the most of
this season! Are you ready?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4WvGUyZ3aHg

EQUATOR | GLOBE BAR

TRY A NEW BOLD COCKTAIL!

An eye shut travel, back to the 16th century; epoch where the globe had a major role in the navigators’ lives
and was the main key to world exploration. Equator is full of “Portugal”: soul, navigators & discovery,
represented by the embossed hammered cooper and the elegant wood lines. The delicate and detailed
craftsmanship equals one unique jewelry piece. Mixing two necessities of the perfect lifestyle, traveling and
celebrating. This exclusive piece of furniture can be placed at any living or dining room giving it an elegant
style providing a journey of pure comfort and relaxation. The Globe is made from polished copper, manually hammered. In its interior there is space for glasses and bottles. The surface of the bottom head’s base is
made from black lacquered glass.

PLAY WITH YOUR MOST SPECIAL FRIENDS!

Based on one of our prime dining tables, the Royal Pool Table boasts bold lines and unique patchwork,
which sits comfortably beside the traditional Portuguese “Manueline” detailing. Produced respecting
traditional marquetry techniques, and calibrated for a perfect game, it mirrors Boca do Lobo’s ethos of
honoring the past by challenging it with futuristic elements. Want to play with us?

NEWTON | WALL LAMP

TURN YOUR BEACH HOUSE INTO A PARTY ONE!

We take great pride in providing clients with the highest quality modern luxury design pieces, and Newton
Suspension lamp is a handcrafted piece that has something unique about it. Newton Lamp is a monumental piece which authenticates Boca do Lobo designers and artisans' work.

EMPORIUM | CHAIR

GO BEYOND YOUR LIMITS

Beyond furniture and its primary function, our designers push the object to new levels and blur boundaries. The team has conceived this exclusive piece by questioning the notion of space, experimenting with
material, and playing with color. A sense of fun and frivolity pervades in this chair, but this exclusive piece
also manages to be sophisticated, thought-provoking and (above all) finely handcrafted. In the hottest time
of the year, try to be a little less serious and have some fun!

BONSAI | DINING TABLE

GATHER ALL YOUR FAMILY AND HAVE A HOME COOKED MEAL!
Extreme simplicity, contemporary and seductive power: these are the characteristics reflected in each detail
that will make you fall in love at first glimpse. Bonsai relates to Boca do Lobo's tradition of furniture which
is« inseparably combined with the innovation and vanguard of contemporary art.
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Hope to hear from you soon!
We wish you the best Summer!

ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their
wisdom from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest
technological methods to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless
luxurious cosmopolitan environments.
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